Psychosocial frame assesment of the derivated datum of many anthropological and ethnographic studies leads us to realize that from primitives to modern man the significant struggling to survival acts of human both within nature and cultural environment is being followed smilliar psychophysical ways, and this points out that it is being functionalized not in completely different modes on the basis of cognitive and behavioral processes of human. The organization of cognitive processes which neurologically give shape to the human behavior, have being organized throughtout paralel defense mechanisms and is being processed on smilliar adaptation processes from primitive human to modern man. Here it apparently indicates that, adaptive ordinary abilities of human cognition is being "protected and preser-ved", and this preservation mechanism is psychodynamically being processed on equivalent ways and follows paralel paths for both modern man and primitives.
Within the framework of Critical Theory, School's followers and poststructuralist scientists critically discuss the individual trying to survive from the practices of culture industry based on capitalist system; society's state of mind; and, individuals' perception and interpretation platforms shaped through the new order by pessimistically describing them within a psycho-social frame.
In this study, it was revealed that the way organizing cognitive processes of mechanism that shapes individual's behaviors neurologically, has been protected from past to present. It was also shown that internet usage, like all texts presented to masses and commoditized instruments, diversifies modern individuals' structure of behavior 39 instead of negatively changing it; and this is not an unconscious process, but an informed choice.
We can roughly summarize the reasons of opinions that descriptively define the given situation and do not offer solution in general terms; and refer to the descriptions of modern society's current circumstances from cognitive and social perspectives.
Since the second half of 19 th century, through increasing efficiency, the phenomenon of excessive consumption has been turned into an ideology for masses on the basis of culture industry. New equations were derived in order to sustain the relationship of dominance and independence; and social formation was reconstructed. Consumption is a kind of diet and compensation in exchange for maintaining the dominant and dependent groups' socially separate status, and detaining human beings from humane abilities. The aim of the phenomenon of excessive consumption is far more than sustaining object's major usage functions and vital factors. It prevented human's ability to think freely by forming new aims and meanings. A great majority of the needs of the modern human is, in fact, artificial. Properties and objects are consumed not because of their material values, but due to their cultural forms and icon meanings. Passive human being who cannot change his real world and sees everything as a tool and turns into a tool himself, and alienates to his inner world and external reality, cannot experience his humane sides; as a result, he acts out by fetishizing his external appearance, transforming his lacking of individuality to an idol and being in his own inner world in a narcissist and transsexual state of mind. Liberation and freedom of an individual are objects instrument-talized with the aim of sustaining the existence system, not to realize and improve human being's humane abilities through symbolic exchange and iconological communication that actualize within the structure and existence of consumption-production relations. Actual platforms based on the socalled freedom and its concepts transformed our identity, status, and power into structural objects of pleasure, which can be bought and sold, circulated, produced and consumed; and modern playgrounds. Individuals, the very topic of the culture industry, were impregnated with pragmatic and utilitarian thoughts that reduce account to the society. The individual, as a machine, became shallow; his relationships with others in his spare time were limited, and he was drawn away from the consciousness of social existence. The blinkers in his eyes only aim to reach to the upper class life style; and/or aim to be able to at least pretend that life style. By doing so, the individual became alienated first to himself, then to his status in society, and to his society as a whole. social environment, via avery relationship that indicates as if it is a fraternal prostitution '. 6 Modern human rapidly became alienated to himself, to his society and external reality along with the industrial revolution; he was commoditized. Dependent technology and all its products, which are imposed in a polarized way by cultural hegemony created by Industrial Capitalism, has turned the social formation against its own potential competence; human became alienated to goods and to himself.
Icon and Meta fetishism, as phenomenon, is not an absolute individual inconsistency or absolute social result or problem. In a given society, in which technology is regularly-randomly injected in an ordered-unordered, programmedunprogrammed way; this fetishism is not an absolute imaginary interaction or reflex problem either. Spectral-imaginary existence is a problem of alienation basically created by asymmetrical mind that comes with icons.
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Fantasies existing outside of the real world have become to be life itself. Being manipulated by capitalist hegemony, political personnel and pressure groups; science and technology have been transformed into an icon, which is the sole pattern, instrument, and message, serves to change the individual and individual's perception of reality, and the world as a whole. Science and technology, which turned into a puppet, even engineers and scientists -whether aware or not-alienate human beings from the basic values of their real world and bereave individuals of their humane potentials and remove them. Science diverges from its aims, to give hope; to grace; and to bring prosperity. It is transformed into a quasi-science that will destroy the human being; so far from the main subjects of science; perfecting human being and transcending itself. According to Horkheimer and Adorno, the progress as development of machines and technology has become identical to the power of capitalist system in terms of subordinating and manipulating humanity and nature. Individual's ability to reason and imagine were both dried up. A human being can only stay as 'the part of nature' until the moment that he is separated from the uterus. Later, he becomes the modular fetish human of the imaginary artificial world that was deflected with the concept and consciousness of time; a world filled with commoditized objects, icons, symbols, and virtual relations. Rather than being nature's wrought creature, the individual becomes a digital circuit of this fictional virtual structure of modified physical world filled with re-shaped and re-created Meta and icons. In the external reality, human becomes the beaten-human, a formatted virtual so-called individual detached from nature, himself, and his humane competences in a virtual society. The world within he lives is a matrix world, of which the resource codes are captivated by capitalist hegemony. A world that has a vicious algorithm and competence and turns into one of the rewritable 'Jpg' extensions or 'download' slavery programs 8 .
According to Bauman, modular human is a mobile, disposable, and changeable creature in nature. Modular human is constantly drawing his own model and changing it according to the circumstances. This nature gives the liberal democratic system and civil society the opportunity to function. The quasi egalitarian democratic mainstreams of liberal global world and its system press mass community to expose the indicators of the external compulsory forms of liberation as an indicator of modern existence adapted on itself. As a result, it is punctuated that when the human being consumes more, he becomes more 'visible' and 'free'; therefore, more civilized. By doing so it is insinuated 9 that this is the only way for an individual to be a meaningful, joint owner, and acceptable part of the modern world.
As Baudrillard sharply points that we pull our lives on just like a digital petticoat. The external reality, which became comprehensible through the model screens indicated by orbits of symbolic compen-sationsystem in which only the given society and individual cognitive processes rapidly get into circulation, is; in fact, composed of commoditized appearances and hallow images of the individual; not the relations between individuals with humane potentials, ability and awareness. External reality has turned into images-spectrum based on fetish relations 10 .
Jean Baudrillard points out that the reality that we experience, has transformed into a reality created by communication technology; in other words, we are in a virtual reality. For him this reality is threatening. Distances are removed; boundaries between real and imaginary, subject and object, and sexes are disappeared; now, everything is intermingled, hybridized, and transexuallized; everything has lost its essence. This is the reality that we experience; this is a simulative universe.
11 According to Baudrillard, he is; in point of fact, making the individuals-the main context of his propagandist discourses-recycling wastes of the similarizing homogeneous world. We live in an order that life and its image are intermingled 12 .
Therefore, according to the critical theory; the individual has began to lose the meaning and awareness of his unity with nature, society, and himself.
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Tocqueville and Oskay claim that although the width of relationships has increased, its intensity and depth have so much decreased that imprisoned the human being in the loneliness of his own heart; new equality only juxtaposed humans without any connection; political powers did not destroy the society, but limited life; it did not oppress but pressed the nation to a point that individuals became nothing but a herd composed of timid and hard working animals; and stupified them; and all of these were done easier than everyone assumes, by bringing together freedom's external shapes. Let's use the example of Arab Spring, West's so-called democracy initiative project in Egypt, Libya, and currently in Syria:
We watched wide open how the people of Libya, organized through social networks on internet, tragically assassinated their own leader in 2011. We watched the indefinable assassin through social networks and Television, on which the videos and images were posted by the participants. Gaddafi (as the leader of an authoritarian regime) who had -oil-which is a reserve tool that has an indisputable function and a real value in the real world, to this respect, succeeded in being in opposition to imperial powers and dominant ideologies for a long time; from the moment that he allowed internet usage in his country and allowed to set-up the social networks believing that he would contribute to the freedom and development of the children of his country, he must have underestimated that this communicational object of consumption taken home would in due course seduce his children according to their mental and cultural potential in terms of liberation, globalization, and consuming more; and make them patricides and the victim is his very self. West innocently leaks in and causes a number of transformations in order to possess oil, which represents objective power and penis, freely and without being precluded/limited. Internet and social networks are like West's potential virtual penis and the Jerusalem of free sharing. Gaddafi could not have coped with this virtual enemy; and, he was killed publicly in a holiday atmosphere by his own children who have developed hysterical-liberal symptoms under the heading of 'social media brotherhood and solidarity' in the mood for a new Apollo Brotherhood; they were charmed in the virtual world and registered to the new master as a volunteering disciple. 16 The killing ritual turned into a sacred savageness in the name of freedom. 17 The amoral views were recorded through the miraculous mobile phones in which sacred applications were installed, and disciples sent them to the Temple as an 'offer'. We, as modern primitives, 'only watched' them without any inner pain. We; as the free computational participants of dominant consciousness watched them in the Jungles of virtual media sharing within the framework of our new understanding of entertainment and intelligence, as if it is a religious ceremony where primitive people sacrifice their totem ancestor and collectively eat its flesh and drink its blood, and go into trans because of the demonstration and become numb not feeling bodily pain; as if nothing happened.
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Here, a part of the people of Libya; in other words, a part which was ignored and was not included to administrative levels, has nothing to do with the arrangement of necessary requirements that are supposed to enhance vital conditions of motivationswhich prepared the basis of such a process. Compared with Western democracies and apart from their lack of fundamental human rights and related problems, the people of Libya who live under an authoritarian and despot regime,has average and high individual income among the people of the continent in which they live and in comparison with a number of less developed countries. Historically, primary factor that leads societies to revolt against the system in which they live is to be denied consistently regarding the fundamental needs-which are primarily material needs. It can be said that in general sense there is no material basic need of people of Libya that is denied and neglected. What caused the rioters whom were kept under pressure for many years and were not allowed to participate to administrative processes is, repressed hostile feelings of the 'other' tribe, who wants to take the place of current tribe that has the power. The tribes that cannot draw conclusion through conventional ways, have instrumentalized the virtual platform in order to afford advantage, they were organized through the social networks on internet, which is one of the channels (medium) brought by informatics technology. 19 The potential content of social media that directs masses-as McLuhan also puts, affectionally directs an interpreter's perception and interpretation processes because the 'tool is the message'; and if under any circumstances the interpreter does not have an inner cause to satisfy his own privations, then all presentations of social media became the play ground's unstable ghosts. Hence, if the people of Libya did not have the desire to change the strong power, which is represented by opposite tribes, new media tool and its content would have stayed as a modern play ground and a cathalitical medium that fulfills communicational functions. From psycho-social perspective, a human being tends to release his desires, deficiencies, privations, and suppressed sides once he discovers an environment that he can freely reveal himself; and/or an authority to apply and complaint that will help to satisfy his needs. For example, in a rural society, an individual has to account for the community; because, the rural society does not have 44 ection. 26 the space and domain to escape from its social realty. 20 In such a community individual's all behaviors are imprisoned in an area in which they can be observed, followed, and known. The individual can verify his tendencies that are conflicting with the society's values and rules and not satisfying community's rules by disguising under different identities and disappearing in a populous fast city life in which accounting for community has almost minimized and nobody knows nobody, time is divided into pieces, and relations are superficial and inconsistent. A similar process can be seen in social networks that are under hypertexts on internet, which is in a way the virtual substitution of the city from psychosocial perspective. 21 On the psychosocial basis, we may assert that a similliar process as well is being derivatively available and also having presence on the social networks in the Internet under hypertexts. In this case, here the social networks are virtually having role like an urban plane and functionalized as the psychosocial factor of cities in a replacement. 22 All living and functionally differentiable fields and mediums are eventually subjected to rules. 23 Considering the primary usage of internet, idle behaviors that do not account for the others were reduced with the introduction of IT crimes act; and the individuals moving on hypertexts became responsible to the act as much as they are to the written and oral laws when they go out. 24 Then the social change in Libya, we may claim, is not a result of neighther a struggle of democracization nor a challenge of any natural campaign of civilization movement, it seems like opposite assumptions are being holding on under de facto presence of mentioned parameters, those Libya public had naturally socalled mental investment in to. The psychosocial circumstances of the given fact indicate with its entire psychodynamical factors that indeed It was the movement having a conculusion as a result in a form of sentimental "revenge, vengeance and hostility" which those emotions do have a certain historical basis in primitive figures. 25 That well suits West's purposes on East, as an interference "to satisfy the defect of rulership" of the public in Arab Awake, in the name of socalled civil insurr We should immediately mention that Western so-called democracy initiative is not a hidden policy. That is, the 'so-called' part of is known. West is the new image of Imperialism, and the real purpose of its policy to liberate east, is known. This policy is an initiative to capitalize the entire world and especially those countries governed by authoritarian regimes and have oil resources. It is known that these interventions have both economical and strategic reasons, and We think the reason why the discourse of media and social media, which includes individuals, is 'democracy, liberation, protecting civilians' is pretty clear. 27 In 21 st century, the human being revels in the 'violence and crime' culture in which he lives and applies himself. This is not a delusion; that is, crimes around us cannot exist as the imposition of an external authority; Ini-ciative and Primitive Necessities are ever going to give up following human of which closed-down running at the background curtain of humanity. 28 The thing browsed around especially through media and social media networks, is like an image of the initiative to 'liberate crime and violence'. This culture is designed as a 'committal and confession'. In other words, for today's individual who experiences opposing feelings at the same time, revenge (subconscious-violence) and feel guilty (super ego), goodness of collective (social Eros) is a lost feeling. 29 We assume the discovery of global policy, behave childishly, will suit modern human's book (!) however, science and arts can develop an independent discourse from this policy and guide to the future; because in science and art it is known that human being has a psychological side; and, because, what science and art desire to reach is the 'universal goodness' and 'reality'. 30 This culture does not suggest be mature. In this culture there are no wise characters that take lesson from individual and collective historicalness of Jung, matured and complete its individuation. 31 This culture accepts that existence of such a being is against its nature, even dangerous. For this very reason, culture needs children wander between id and superego. These mature-look children enjoy to play with the strategy, to live between 'to possess in order to consume more' and the feel of guilty. The new look of modern society is just like a 'children's play' fictionalized through informatics technology and social media networks; a play addresses to regress; not maturity. Just like in the world of the primitives.
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CONCLUSION
Infact, potential perception and explanation capabilites of primitif human about his cultural world and on physical environment, essen-tially are not much far different than our actual perceptions in the presence modern world and cultural sphere. In consequence, on the basis of the relationship that we facilitate and establish with Reality, there is no historical detachment, but uninterrupted contiunity; at least at neuro-logical base in the frame of obtaining upper preferences of utilizing the abilities into adaptive advantages to stay on alive on the multipara-meters of cultural and physical environment. 33 For human groups who are bond with kinship and attached to the piece of nature that they belong, instead of the content of this attachment, the stimulating logical structure of the process comes to the fore. From a pseudo dynamical point of view, this structure is closely related to the process of interpreting ontological being on the basis of holding on to life regarding the "Uncertainty of Sphinx" which shows the basic problematic in human babies at oedipal phase. The fact that this generic problematic goes for both communities composed of adult individuals and modern human from the perspective of psychosocial dynamic; has been proved in many studies. Furthermore, cultural and social platforms, institutions function with their sole being as ontological components to which human beings can attach their existence. In human communities in which individuals are bond with kinship, Totem is the indicator of social Eros. Determining the terms of marriage for the individuals who are bond with love, and the basic element of these terms are the Ancestor Totem that they are bound up. This is, in fact, the indicator of Erotic Resource of social coupling. Ontological being is ological res al world are representatively formed by Mandala-screens in interpreted through the act ensuring the continuity of ancestor and the Totem to which the ancestor is attached. Just like a kid who bases his being to his mother through psychophysical processes and has autoerotic and incest affections; human communities also base their beings to a common totem; yet, on society level, the bond of incest is replaced by a kinship that strongly emphasizes on incest prohibition. 34 Let's refer to the resource of totem and taboo, which were generally accepted ethnographically before coming to the state of today's societies. Totem is related to the ecological being that includes the flora and fauna in which the species live in. It is not a metaphysical, but an objective nature being to which the continuity of biological and cultural existence that determines the relationship between sexes of a certain species is attached. In short, totem is the necessary element of nature on which human communities try to hold and base their life. According to the studies in all around the world, totem is a thing that societies associate with ecological environment in which they live and its vital resources like wheat, barley, monkey, deer, oil palm, and frog; or, life-threatening creatures and elements including rhino, lion, wolf, bear, and thunder. Primitive people are attached to their totems, as the selection of totem shows, with ambivalent affections. In this attachment/bond love and violence is, in fact, intermingled, and this situation is externalized through disguised ceremonial demonstrations and rituals. Social organization, including language, is shaped through ambivalent assessments. 35 As a matter of fact, Claude Levi Strauss relates the relationship between functions and subjects to structural context of dual oppositions by grounding the community's myth-mystical forms of organization on eti ources of linguistic structure. . Kudret Emiroğlu, İmge Kitabevi, Ankara, 2006 Ankara, . K, 2010 Ankara, . ,İstanbul, 2006 Ankara, . ul, 2005 . 
